we at the Republican party have proven that money can, in fact, buy everything. For Nothing Else, There's Us.

5 Supreme Court justices beholden to Satan:

installing an unqualified doofus shit-weasel as President despite the majority opinion of America:

priceless.

1 rent-a-mob in Miami:

$2 million

$15 million

for Nothing Else, There's Us.
A: Yes. And the laws of 50 states that allow votes to be cast or counted differently are unconstitutional.

Q: And 33 states have the "clear intent of the voter" standard that the U.S. Supreme Court found was illegal in Florida.

A: But, the Supreme Court says why aren't the results of 33 states thrown out?

Q: Uh. Because, um ... the Supreme Court doesn't own Florida.

A: And but Florida's certiﬁcation includes language expressly declared by the U.S. Supreme Court to be unconstitutional, we don't know who really won the election there, right?

Q: Right. Though a careful analysis by the Miami Herald shows Gore won by about 20,000 votes (excluding the butterfly ballot votes). Who won the election there?

A: We can only hope to return to the rule of law.

Q: What will happen to the Supreme Court when Bush becomes president?

A: He will appoint more justices in the mold of Thomas and Scalia to ensure that the will of the people is less and less respected. Social issues will again dominate the 6-3 or even 7-2 on the Court.

Q: How many ways to stop this?

A: Yes, no federal judge can be nominated until a president can be elected at all. They appointed by him until a president can be confirmed to NO NEW JUDGES

Q: Aren't these conservative justices?

A: True, it's a democracy. But America is not a democracy. America in 2000, the elections were not by law, that is clear.

Q: Are there conservative justices against political activism?

A: Yes, when liberal judges are perceived to have done it.

Q: But, if the Dec. 12 deadline is not binding, why not count the votes?

A: The U.S. Supreme Court, after admitting the Dec. 12 deadline is not binding, set Dec. 12 as a binding deadline at 10 a.m.

Q: Didn't the U.S. Supreme Court condemn the Florida Supreme Court for absolutely setting a deadline?

A: Yes, they said that the deadline, the Dec. 12, was a legal deadline, a binding one.

Q: But, is it a legal deadline?

A: It is binding, the votes must be counted. But, the Dec. 12, is now binding.

Q: Why?

A: Because the Dec. 12 deadline was yesterday.

Q: Dec. 12 is a deadline for counting votes?

A: No, it's a deadline to make things easier for for intimidating officials and the U.S. Supreme Court has no problem with it. Without a vote in the Senate. It is now binding without a vote in the Senate.

Q: Can't we go to the United Nations?

A: Yes, the problem was neither the butterfly balloting in Florida. Nor the punch-card system in Florida.

Q: Why is Dec. 12 so important?

A: It's because Dec. 12 was yesterday, the votes must be counted.

Q: So what's the problem?

A: They said the vote must be counted. But, the Dec. 12, is now binding.

Q: But, what's the problem?

A: Because the Dec. 12 deadline was yesterday.

Q: So, what happened to the Supreme Court when Bush becomes president?

A: He will appoint more justices in the mold of Thomas and Scalia to ensure that the will of the people is less and less respected. Social issues will again dominate the 6-3 or even 7-2 on the Court.

Q: What will happen to the Supreme Court when Bush becomes president?

A: He will appoint more justices in the mold of Thomas and Scalia to ensure that the will of the people is less and less respected. Social issues will again dominate the 6-3 or even 7-2 on the Court.

Q: How many ways to stop this?

A: Yes, no federal judge can be nominated until a president can be confirmed to NO NEW JUDGES.
LAPD Fights Racial Profiling Statistics

As the national deadline for racial profiling statistics looms on the horizon, scores of citizens are being rounded up throughout Los Angeles County. According to LAPD Officer Smooth McRedding, roving checkpoints have yielded hundreds of white women age 70 or older whose arrests will help prove the department does not engage in the racial profiling of young minorities.

"We usually get 'em on a bad signal light, or no seat belt. Once they’re pulled over, we let them in with a bunch of confusing questions and eventually they’ll admit to a law they’ve broken. Then we have probable cause to search the cars."

McRedding said more than half of the granny searches have yielded chargeable offenses ranging from possession of a wide variety of hard drugs to stashes of unmarked bills.

McRedding chuckled wistfully. "This one 82-year-old grandmother kept going on about 'my glucamoxa, my glucamoxa.' But a dopehead is a dopehead, you know. At least she’ll get treatment now."

LAPD Public Information Officer Ted Ferguson said the LAPD's target old lady arrest number is 5,417 for today, about 5,000 white women age 80 or older, should round out our pre-existing numbers of young male minorities, and exonerate the LAPD. Then we can drop all this racial profiling nonsense and get back to shooting unarmed party-goers."

H-Bomb Sells For $70 Million on eBay

An impervious Russian scientist is being held in connection with the successful bid and purchase of a 10-megaton hydrogen bomb from the online bidding warehouse eBay.

Materials engineer and ex-nuclear scientist Andrei Smirnov allegedly posted the stolen bomb on eBay last Wednesday. Smirnov then took bids of up to $70 million for the device, which is capable of obliterating 70 city blocks and reducing civilians to charred pools of geo.

eBay Webmaster Derek Magee noticed a suspicious system message from Smirnov and dropped the item as a poor eBay rating for the shipment and tale of the hydrogen bomb.

While Smirnov was in Iraq and was mostly about how Smirnov had improperly packed the device and failed to ship it next-day air, as expressed by the buyers. There was also some stuff about a holy jihad and how the streets are going to flow with the blood of the nonbelievers, that kinda wacko stuff," Magee said.

Officials of the Department of Atomic Energy estimate Russia has more than 700 hydrogen bombs. In addition, to 1,000 metric tons of weapons grade plutonium. These devastating bombs and radioactive fuel are poorly protected, officials say; and guards are subject to easy bribery by warm food or clothing.

FBI Lead Investigator Rufus Jones said the hydrogen bomb was shipped to an unregistered post office box in Boise, Idaho. Officials are conducting a house-to-house search for any Eastern-looking people with a "crazy look in their eye."

Dr. Death's Style Bitten by Dirty Brits

Euthanasia proponent Dr. Jack Kevorkian is using incarcerated British serial killer Harold Shipman for copyright infringement.

A 55-year-old doctor, Shipman was convicted last year of murdering 15 elderly female patients by injecting them with heroin and is serving 15 life sentences for attempted murder and a government-commissioned report released last week said Shipman could be responsible for another 297 deaths.

Kevorkian is a physician who has helped at least 30 people commit suicide since 1990. He has become America's most vocal advocate of euthanasia, earning him the nickname "Dr. Death" several years ago. He is suing Shipman for $297 million for damage to his practice.

...and to gather into your bosom his wives and children and divide his good land among them."

Genghis Khan

Friday Staff Poops on 1st Amendment

Issue four of The Daily Friday, its newsmagazine today, and is predicted to be read by no one due to the lazy-as-a-student body that does not attend school on any Friday, for alone rainy Fridays.

Christians, conservatives, fools of George Bush, and others, less vociferous interests, however, should be offended by none.

Originally intended to be a harbinger for fiction, satire, humor and High journalism, The Daily Friday has mutated into one of four issues into nothing more than the mouthpiece of better Santa Barbara journals, Hunter S. Thompson rim, and嘛嘛嘛嘛English mens Wha the world.

Friday editor David Downs still takes public submissions in all genres but has given up most hope of editing the right combination of humor and intelligence.

The Friday appears every other Friday during academic quarters and is quickly thrown together on Thursday nights in a haze of pot smoke, binge drinking and Satanicism. The following staffers are being indicted on charges of absolutely no taste whatsoever: Copy Editor Eric Listen, Writers Martha Langa, Brendan Buhrer, David Downs, J. Anderson and Genghis Khan.

Thanks to the night staff and copy for their patience and loose.

The greatest happiness is to scatter your enemy, to drive him before you, to see his cities reduced to ashes, to see those who love him shrouded in tears, and to gather into your bosom his wives and children and divide his good land among them.

H. Jaffeth, Ph.D.